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This impressive growth was accomplished amid a significant
amount of change within the organization, all for the better but
challenging just the same. New leaders at the executive level, a

LEADERSHIP
AND VISION

realignment of the organizational structure, a decentralization
of leadership designed to bring decision-making closer to our
clients and the development of an ambitious three-year strategic
plan all contributed to the climate of expansion. Through it all we

AWARDS

maintained a laser focus on our clients, delivering a solutionsbased approach in the areas of design engineering, program
management and field and technical services.

COMMITMENT to COMMUNITY

Internal and external feedback we received in 2015 confirmed
that we are prioritizing appropriately. The results of our 2015

COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT

employee engagement survey indicated that we surpassed

Doug Jaeger
PRESIDENT & CEO
GEOGRAPHICAL
FOOTPRINT

COMMITMENT to INDUSTRY

CONFERENCES
AND TRADESHOWS

CLIENT SOLUTION TEAM

in every measured category. In addition, 100% of our customers
surveyed stated that they would do business with Ulteig again.
This is exactly what momentum looks like and I am confident that

In 2015, our dedicated team of professionals
achieved the best performance of the
company’s 71 year history.

we have put the right components in place to expand our reach
and create more value for both new and existing clients.
The following pages provide a snapshot of the outstanding
work that Ulteig did in 2015 to support our clients who operate

PROJECT PROFILES
Power & Renewables
Transportation
Water & Wastewater
Oil & Gas

established global norms and showed year-on-year improvement

in the key Lifeline Sectors™, including Power & Renewables,
When I accepted the role of President and CEO of Ulteig in 2015,

Transportation, Water and Oil & Gas. You will also learn of

I knew I had joined a special organization. Ulteig has consistently

Ulteig’s other contributions, including our commitment to the

maintained a stellar reputation as a respected partner with our

communities in which we operate through charitable activities,

clients – and that is a testament to the passion and competence

sponsorships and educational initiatives.

of our 300+ employees. So it was not at all surprising that, in
2015, this dedicated team of professionals achieved the best

2015 was clearly a year of growth and change for Ulteig, and

performance of the company’s 71 year history. With year-on-year

our accomplishments are a testament to our potential to impact

increases of 12% in sales and 38% in operating income, we set

a wider range of clients who can benefit from our legacy of

new records for both of these key financial measurements.

expertise. It is a privilege to serve in this capacity.
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LEADERSHIP and VISION
Improving the everyday for everyone is Ulteig’s top priority. By
expanding our leadership team in 2015, now with 276 years of
combined industry experience, we have positioned ourselves to
do just that. Doug Jaeger joined Ulteig in 2015 as our President
and CEO, and we stand behind his vision for the future. His
focus on improving lives while investing in growth shines
through in his decisions and his actions. He, and two other new
key leaders have each proven their ability to strengthen and
unify teams across the organization.

DOUG JAEGER

KELLY FRANKENFELD

Doug is Ulteig’s president and CEO. He has spent the last

As the chief marketing and sales officer, Kelly develops and

As vice president of field services, Mike plays a key role in

25 years in leadership roles in and around the energy

implements marketing, communication and sales strategies

organizing the company’s field services offerings to better

services and technology sectors. He is responsible for

to serve the critical Lifeline Sectors™, including power,

serve clients and optimize growth opportunities in the

managing day-to-day company affairs, driving corporate

water, transportation and oil and gas. Kelly’s focus is on

public and private sectors. An accomplished leader and

financial stability, increasing balance in all business

listening to clients and employees while keeping a watchful

senior project manager in the power transmission industry,

decisions, maintaining high levels of client service and

eye on evolving technology and regulation.

Mike provides Ulteig with a dedicated focus to meet the

President and CEO

promoting growth for the company.

Vice President of Field Services

unique needs of those field-based teams who serve

As Kelly offers, “Our commitment to our clients
Meeting with clients to learn how our services

is paramount. Anticipating market changes and

solve their needs is the best part of his job,

client needs is important for delivering relevant

because, “everything starts and ends with the

engineering solutions today and into the future.”

client in mind.”

MICHAEL DUNHAM

Chief Marketing and Sales Officer

our clients.

“Ulteig has a stellar reputation and a longstanding
history of leveraging its deep client relationships to
solve complex problems and generate value,” said
Mike. “I’m delighted to work with such dedicated
and passionate professionals and look forward to
maximizing the high-growth potential of the field
services team.”
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AWARDS

AWARDS

Corporate Awards

Project of the Year Award: 6th Street Parking Ramp
(Bismarck, ND)

Ulteig was recognized as one of Minnesota’s Top

Ulteig was also a

Workplaces in 2015 by the Minneapolis Star Tribune. The

runner-up for the

evaluation for the top workplace program was based on

North Dakota Young

feedback from employee surveys, with Ulteig’s Minnesota

Professionals Top Place

offices taking part. Doug Jaeger, President and CEO, said,

to Work Award in 2015

“It’s a great win for us, and we are thrilled our employees
think so much of us.”
Ranked #263 in
Engineering News
Record’s Top 500
Engineering Firms.

It’s the quality of our work that makes the

American Public Works Association for

Construction through the ND Ready Mix

Ulteig team so uniquely valuable. Ulteig’s

communities with populations greater

and Concrete Products Association.

dedication to excellence continues

than 5,000.

to be recognized across the Lifeline

The 6th Street Parking Ramp created

Sectors™ we support. Ulteig accepted

For its work on the 6th Street Parking

nearly 500 parking spaces in the

the Project of the Year award at the 87th

Ramp, Ulteig also won the award for

downtown area, easing the daytime

Annual North Dakota Water & Pollution

Excellence in Engineering from the North

parking crunch, while creating a

Control Conference for our work on the

Dakota Chapter of the American Council

permanent structure and meeting the

6th Street Parking Ramp in downtown

of Engineering Companies (ACEC),

goals of Bismarck’s downtown

Bismarck. The award was bestowed

and the Gold Award for Excellence

master plan.

by the North Dakota Chapter of the

in Architecture, Engineering and

Individual Professional Achievements

Substation Technical Director Hoss Tabrizi

Steve Windish, Technical Manager, and Jen Hanley, Technical Manager, were awarded

won the prestigious Emerging Leader

the Patriot award, which honors individual supervisors for their support of the National

Award bestowed by the Rocky Mountain

Guard and military reserve employees

Electrical League (RMEL)

500
NEARLY

PARKING SPACES
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Ulteig has been a generous supporter of charities and community-building initiatives, making contributions to a variety of programs
and services that reflect our vision and core values. Having a positive impact on the quality of life in the communities where we
operate is an important element of our identity.

Sponsorships and Donations include:
n

Bismarck Forestry Division, 2015 Arbor

n

Day Sponsorship Program

Fargo-Moorhead Engineers Club,

n

Fargo-Moorhead Engineers

North Dakota Society of Professional

n

Engineers, Bronze Sponsorship
n

Bismarck-Mandan Chamber
of Commerce

n

n

Fargo-Moorhead, West Fargo Chamber

North Dakota State College of

Cans of Coal Barrel Series Sponsorship

n

Innovation Celebration, Friends Level
n

n

n

n

Detroit Lakes Area College Foundation,

n

Sustaining Sponsorship for

Scholarship for 2015–2016:

n
n

n

n

n

Fargo Invaders Football Club

n

Fargo-Moorhead Engineers Club, 2015
Hole Sponsorship

Level Hole Sponsorship

n

n

Mandan Heritage Plaza Foundation,

Institute (API) Chapter, 32nd Annual

Friend of Heritage Plaza

2015 Chili Cook-off, Gold Sponsorship

Minnesota County Engineers
Association, Golf Tournament

Mandan Park District, Slide the
City Sponsorship

n

Xcel Energy, 2015 Sherco Classic Golf
Tournament, Gold Sponsorship

Engineers, PE Exam Snack

REC Fishing Tournament Sponsorship

Break Sponsorship
n

n

Institute of Transportation
Engineers Sponsorship

n

The Arts Partnership

n

TradeWind Energy Cycling
Team Sponsorship

n

n

North Dakota Society of Professional
Engineers, Contribution

n

North Dakota Special Olympics Donation

United Way of Cass-Clay Donation,
17th Annual School Supply Drive

n

Williston Parks & Recreation District,
Holiday Light Drive: Decorate a Tree

Friend of Safety
n

United Way of Cass-Clay 2015
Campaign Kick Off Event Sponsorship

North Dakota Safety Council, Inc.,
Sponsorship for NDSC Conference:

Sanford Health Foundation December
Donation, Fargo Office

North Dakota Petroleum
Council Sponsorship

Disabled American Veterans

IEEE PES Scholarship Plus Initiative,

n

North Dakota League of
Cities Sponsorships

DGR Engineering, 2015 SDES Annual

IEEE Foundation, Inc., Support of the

n

Minnesota Society of Professional

Central Power Electric Cooperative, Inc.,

n

Tournament Sponsorship

Sponsorship

Region 4 & 5 Committees
n

REC Walleye Tournament, REC Fishing

n

Great Plains Food Bank

Williston Basin American Petroleum

n

Cannonball Chapter of Ducks

n

3rd Annual Banquet
Prodeo Academy

Make a Wish Foundation

Celebration of Women and Their Music

Pretty Rock Mule Deer Foundation,

n

n

Churches United Donation

n

Humanity Contribution

Contribution

n

n

Fund Breakfast

n

Lakes Country Water Festival, Detroit

American Council of Engineering

Golf Outing, Hole Sponsorship

Vermont Electric Power Company, Gold

Lakes Water Festival Donation

Fargo-Moorhead Area Foundation,
Sponsorship for Women’s

Sanford Children’s Hospital

2015 Annual Conference

Minnesota State

n

Ronald McDonald House

Iowa Engineering Society,

Lake Agassiz Habitat for

n

n

(IRWA) hole sponsor

City of Frazee Turkey Days Fireworks

n

Internship Program

International Right of Way Association

n

Unlimited Sponsorship

North Dakota State University, Hosting
a Teacher: Teachers in Industry

Cat’s Cradle Shelter
n

n

n

Great Plains Institute, 2015 GPI Energy

Junior Achievement of Fargo-Moorhead

Companies, Minuteman Fund

Science, Foundation Sponsorship
FY15, Bronze Level

n

n

& Fundraiser

Banquet Contribution
n

ACEC Volleyball Tournament

n

Xcel Energy, Lineman
Rodeo Sponsorship
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
DID YOU KNOW?

Ulteig Charitable Activities
n

Ulteig has donated to over
100 causes.

100+

INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT educational efforts

n

n

n

 lteig’s Fargo office sponsored and
U
attended the FM Area Foundation’s
Women’s Fund Breakfast, which
provides grants to help empower
women to pursue career opportunities
 mployees donated dollars in exchange
E
for root beer floats to benefit the United
Way’s 17th Annual School Supply Drive
 he Fargo office hosted a Project
T
Management Institute event to discuss
the building process for project
management service offerings
 he IT team pooled their resources to
T
help the Great Plains Food Bank in Fargo

n

n

n

n

Employees attended the Fargo
Moorhead West Fargo Chamber’s
inaugural Women’s Connect event to
meet other women having an impact
on business
Fargo employees volunteered to cook
and clean at the Ronald McDonald
House in Fargo
Ten Fargo employees participated in
the JA Big Bowl for charity, and each
member had to raise $100 individually
for a collective total of $500 per team
The Fargo office regularly holds
blood drives

Rocky Mountain Electrical
League (RMEL) Involvement

IEEE Power & Energy Society

For the past several years, Ulteig has had the privilege to be a
Diamond level member of RMEL’s Champions program. RMEL
is a nonprofit trade association that focuses on the education
and networking services for the electric utility industry.
RMEL’s mission is to facilitate the discovery of solutions and
strategies for vital issues facing the electric utility industry.
Ulteig helps RMEL continue its mission of educating and
networking by supporting events where members can continue
to make connections with others and learn about the ever
evolving industry.

Ulteig has contributed to 158 scholarships through the IEEE
Power & Energy Society to help students pursue careers in
the field of power and energy. Chief Engineering and Technical
Officer Jason Hoskins is involved with IEEE PES and is very
proud of Ulteig’s support of this worthwhile initiative. “The ‘brain
drain’ coming to our industry has been on the radar for a while
now, and I am glad that we have put forth the time and money
to do something about it,” Hoskins explained. “Personally, this
has been a very rewarding opportunity to be part of, and I really
do feel like we are making a difference in the lives of these
students and on the industry as a whole.”
The IEEE PES Scholarship plus Initiative encourages students
to pursue a career in the power and energy fields by providing
multiyear scholarships and career experience opportunities to
qualifying U.S. and Canadian electrical engineering undergraduate
students. The goal is simple — to increase the number of wellqualified, entry-level engineers to the power and energy industry.

11
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT educational efforts

GEOGRAPHICAL FOOTPRINT
Headquartered in Fargo, North Dakota, with offices in seven other locations, Ulteig’s footprint and service area spans the nation.
Over the past two years alone, Ulteig has completed nearly 2,500 projects for clients in 30 states.

Jason Hoskins, Chief Engineering & Technical Officer

American Council of
Engineering Companies

Additional Education Efforts
n

Ulteig has been involved with the American Council of
Engineering Companies (ACEC) for over a decade and supports

n

multiple state chapters in addition to the national association.
The St. Paul office hosted senior executives of engineering

n

companies and utilities at the ACEC Energy & Environment
Committee’s summer meeting. Discussion ranged from topics
such as electricity reliability, resiliency and sustainability to

n

project financing and future expansion.
n

Jason Hoskins, Chief Engineering & Technical Officer with
Ulteig, serves on the leadership board for ACEC’s Environment
& Energy Committee, which is focused on environmental and
energy issues.

 lteig employees discussed airports, aviation and engineering
U
while attending the Upper Midwest Aviation Symposium
 he Bismarck Ulteig staff attended the South Dakota School
T
of Mines & Technology career fair to talk about potential
careers with students
 lteig employees spoke about opportunities at the North
U
Dakota State University Career Expo
F argo survey staff gave Junior Achievement students a lesson
in surveying and a tour of our Fargo campus
 uring Engineer’s Week at the Career Guidance Conference
D
at Kirkwood Community College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Account Executive Marlon Vogt spoke to nearly one hundred
STEM students from area high schools about “Engineering
Renewable Energy”

2 2,500 30
PAST

YEARS

NEARLY

PROJECTS

STATES
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FEATURE PROFILE power & renewables

PROJECT PROFILE power & renewables

MBPP EAST 345 KV TRANSMISSION LOOP
(Wheatland, WY)

CROSS WINDS ENERGY PARK
(Unionville, MI)

The collection system design involved optimizing the route to

BASIN ELECTRIC POWER COOPERATIVE:
AVS-NESET/NKL SUBSTATION DESIGN
(Western North Dakota)

provide the best possible option for both the client and landowners.

Ulteig is providing electrical and civil-structural engineering for

To meet owner standards, Ulteig designed the 345 kV/34.5 kV

eight substations that are part of the Antelope Valley Station to

substation with four feeders. Ulteig also provided civil engineering

Neset and North Killdeer Loop expansion projects for Basin Electric

services including access roads, crane access routes, crane

Power Cooperative. Five of the substations are greenfield projects

pads, delivery flow plan, intersection improvements, laydown yard,

while three are expansions to existing facilities. The substation

substation site and yard site design services.

facilities range in voltage from 115 kV to 345 kV. In 2015, a
majority of construction was completed on multiple phases of the
expansion sites as well as one 345/230 kV greenfield site.

DID YOU KNOW?

To date, Ulteig has provided land and engineering
services for the development of more than 7 GW
of renewable energy in North America.

7 GW
OVER

This project required aggressive timelines,

phase required the replacement of six

field technicians to abandon a majority

particularly for the early-stage design work.

protective relay sets. Engineering was

of the existing panels and equipment and

Engineering design included replacement

to begin upon completion of phase one

reduce the amount of demolition and panel

of existing QEI SCADA remote terminal

installation and check-out and after the

connections to the existing panels.

units (RTUs) and the existing Mehta-Tech

“issued for construction” drawings were

digital fault recorders (DFRs) at the Sidney

converted to “as-built” drawings. This

This allowed for all of the engineering and

and Stegall 345 kV substations. Additional

would allow sufficient time to design the

panels to be procured in the fall/winter of

engineering included replacement of

protective relay replacement drawings prior

2014 and installed and functionally tested in

protective relays and power-line carrier

to the line outages.

the winter of 2015. As a result, significant

transmitter/receivers at the six terminals

time was saved during the scheduled

of the Laramie River to Sidney, Sidney to

Ulteig engineers had a unique idea that

outage by not having to mount new

Stegall and Stegall to Laramie River 345 kV

ultimately transformed the engineering and

components in existing panels. Also, the

transmission lines.

construction delivery of the project and

time-consuming demolition of existing relay

better positioned the client to be successful

control panels and equipment could then

Engineering and construction were

in completing the line relay replacements

be completed after the substations had

originally to be completed in two phases.

within the scheduled six-week outage. The

been energized, because the majority of the

The first phase involved engineering

shift in project delivery was to complete

components in the panels were obsolete.

and construction of the two SCADA RTU

both phase one and two simultaneously.

These projects demonstrated Ulteig’s

replacements and Mehta-Tech digital fault

The proposal was to design and install all

ability to provide value-added engineering

recorder replacements. The goal was to

new relay control panels fitted with the

solutions to our client and our capacity to

complete these replacements without any

necessary components per substation.

complete engineering design work on time

transmission line outages. The second

The new panels were designed to allow

and with a high degree of accuracy.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
DID YOU KNOW?

In the past 15 years, Ulteig has worked on over 350 wind projects for more than 50 clients throughout the
United States.
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FEATURE PROFILE transportation

FEATURE PROFILE transportation
ULTEIG PROJECTS WITH
NDDOT, 2012 TO 2015:
n

n

n

n

EAGLE VALLEY SUBDIVISION
(Fargo, ND)

n

Ulteig was retained by the City of Fargo

The first phase of the project was

in the summer of 2015 to provide a utility

bid rather late, which resulted in a

n

 93 million in construction
$
administration
 4.5 million in urban FHWA,
$
design and construction
 0 miles of divided highway
5
concrete overlay, design and
construction
 0 miles of environmental
3
assessment for new highways
 0 miles of highway
1
reconstruction and widening
 8 miles of major highway
2
rehabilitation

US HIGHWAY 2 WESTBOUND CONCRETE OVERLAY
JUNCTION US 85 TO RAY
(North Dakota)

NDDOT hired Ulteig to complete the planning,

intersections. On previous mill and concrete

new vertical profile. The result was a small

design and construction administration for the

overlay projects, the common practice was to

overrun in concrete volume. The design team

US Hwy 2 concrete overlay, a four-lane divided

mill the specified depth and establish a profile

made corrections to the profile and super

master plan, preliminary engineering, final

condensed construction season with

design and construction inspection and

the contractor required to complete a

highway from Junction US 85 to Ray. Due

for the concrete pavement. This method

elevations by varying the depth of the milling.

administration for this 20-acre residential

contract that included site underground

to the recent and continuing oil exploration,

resulted in the potential for a large overrun in

Along the corridor, the team corrected eight

development consisting of 73 lots. The

utility installation, site grading and paving

this corridor is heavily traveled and a large

concrete volume and its associated excessive

super-elevations to AASHTO Standards. The

percentage of the vehicles are heavy trucks.

cost. Ulteig incorporated an innovative

staking process consisted of setting hubs with

The rural westbound section of US Hwy 2

method into this project to circumvent the

vertical and horizontal offsets every 25 feet

consisted of milling three inches and leaving

additional cost: the milling was controlled to

through vertical curves, and 50 feet through

five inches of existing HBP in place. The

the same profile as the PCC pavement.

the tangents for the length of the project.

project was divided into two phases with

in a 10-week construction period. The

the first phase completed in 2015 and

construction contractor was awarded a

the second phase to be completed at

two-week extension due to unexpected

a later date. Due to the phasing of the

field conditions and additional fill that

100
OVER

MILES OF HIGHWAY
PROJECTS

roadway was overlaid with eight inches of

In addition to mainline concrete paving, the

development as part of the contract,

was required to complete the LOMAR

Ulteig developed a utility master plan to

construction. The first phase of the

doweled Portland Cement Concrete (PCC)

Ulteig obtained the highway profile by using

team overlaid turn lanes with doweled PCC

provide the necessary utilities to the lots

development, including water mains

pavement to increase the structural capacity

Trimble Robotics to collect elevation and

pavement. During this construction season,

being developed in the initial phase, while

and hydrants, was approved by the City

of the pavement structure. The roadway

horizontal data from the centerline of the

the Ulteig team kept all major crossroads and

allowing for the future expansion and

of Fargo Public Works Department in

consists of a 12-foot inside driving lane with

existing highway. The design team used this

driveways open to traffic. This was, and still

development of the final phase.

December 2015. Final completion of

a six-foot shoulder and a 12-foot outside

information to build the 20-mile alignment

is, one of the busiest highways in the state of

driving lane with a two-foot shoulder. This

and stake out construction. Following the

North Dakota, so keeping the traffic flowing

project also included overlaying turn lanes and

surveyor work, the contractor set a string line

was of utmost importance.

installing concrete crossovers at the major

for the mill and concrete paver to create the

seeding is expected in the spring of 2016.

FROM 2012
TO 2015

DID YOU KNOW?

Ulteig has completed six miles of urban street design and construction in the City of Fargo over the last two years.
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PROJECT PROFILE water

FEATURE PROFILE water



flood protection system built to certifiable

channel between 1997 and 2009, which

standards. These standards changed

helped with modeling efforts. During

many aspects of the project, most notably

floods like the one in 1997, overflows

the protection level and a greater area of

from other conveyance systems, such as

permanent acquisition.

the Wild Rice River tributary to the Red
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River, exceeded their individual capacities

ROSE CREEK FLOOD
MITIGATION
(Fargo, ND)

For the original scope of this project,
the Ulteig team needed to determine the
most efficient way to reduce flood risk
and provide permanent flood protection to
an elevation of 907 feet, or a river flood
stage of 40.4 feet. The team also needed
to reduce the impact to the adjacent
landowners. After the flood of 2011, the
scope was expanded to provide the Rose
Creek neighborhood with a permanent

The Ulteig team increased the protection

and caused the excess to flow into

level to 910 feet, the minimum

neighboring systems, including the drains

required for a certified earthen levee,

that supported Rose Coulee. So, modeling

and increased the footing design to

spring events became unnecessary

accommodate future structural floodwalls,

because of the Red River’s excessively

for a final flood protection of 913 feet.

high river stages that back up through

Ultimately, the project consisted of 1,300

the drain system of Rose Coulee. Using

linear feet of earthen levees, 1,900

the USACE HEC-RAS model for the Fargo

linear feet of structural flood walls and

Southside Flood Study, the Ulteig team

an internal drainage system that included

calculated water surface elevations along

two future stormwater pumping stations.

Rose Coulee for normal free flow through

Ulteig also needed to secure permanent

the culvert structure at University Drive.

easements on 16 properties along the

This helped determine the impact of the

project corridor. The project used the U.S.

proposed levee system design on the

Army Corps of Engineers USACE design

existing water surface profile. Analyses

standards so that it could meet FEMA

were specifically made for a proposed box

Ulteig has been working with the

finalize the design and bid the final phase

raising, and widening, of Clay County Hwy

certification requirements.

culvert installation meant to stabilize the

Buffalo-Red River Watershed, Clay

of the project.

1 — from the Red River Bridge to Clay

earthen levee along Rose Coulee.
Water surface elevations during major
floods had been well-documented in the










(Moorhead,







Ulteig assisted two North Dakota communities in receiving the first search grants awarded in North Dakota
through the USDA rural development program. The program helps communities fund infrastructure projects
critical to their development. Projects for which Ulteig was awarded funds focused on water distribution and
storage improvements, lagoon rehabilitations and improvements to stormwater lift stations and force mains.






OAKPORT TOWNSHIP



DID YOU KNOW?




















MN)


County Hwy 93. The road was raised

County and Oakport Township for more
than a decade on the development of a

The Phase 4 levee is the final phase of

permanent flood protection solution for

construction for an earthen levee system

the Oakport Township Area. The project

that was designed and constructed to

1 to 5 feet depending on location


and

widened from 26 to 36 feet. The project
also included a two state traffic control

provide flood protection to a 650-acre

and due to budget limitations, the

(1.05-square-mile) portion of Oakport

phased closure of both the Broadway and

project was divided into multiple phases

Township, which included both residential

the Wall Street bridges, to accommodate

to be constructed over several years.

and agricultural land. The Phase 4 levee

construction activities. The project is

The final funding install came through in

consists of a 1,500 lineal foot earthen

scheduled to begin construction in May

the fall of 2015 which allowed Ulteig to

levee and the complete reconstruction,

2016 and run through November 2016.




and detour plan,



was funded by the State of Minnesota

DID YOU KNOW?










Ulteig currently serves as the city engineer for 24 cities across North Dakota and


which included the







Minnesota.
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FEATURE PROFILE oil & gas
NORTHSTAR TRANSLOAD FACILITY
(East Fairview, ND)

DID YOU KNOW?
Ulteig evaluates its own success

The facility is a $200M multi-commodity

units, over 16 miles of new rail and over

based on the percentage

inbound/outbound railroad and trucking

27,000 LF of piping. Ulteig managed

of clients who return to us

transload terminal owned and operated

subcontractors under the owner’s

with projects year after year.

by NorthStar Transloading, serving the

authority, observing the progress and

Approximately 90% of our annual

Bakken oil region of North Dakota.

quality of the construction of the facility

workload is from repeat clients,

and completed field checks and multiple

and over 98% of our clients say

The facility’s two main commodities are

inspections, including tanks, piping,

they would choose Ulteig again

Bakken crude oil and frac sand. The

welds, backfill compaction, concrete

for future projects.

facility consists of five 103,000 bbl

and rebar. Ulteig also verified manhole,

storage tanks, 12 truck unload LACT unit

inlet and storm drainage locations and

stations, 20 train loading arms, six 2,500-

reported defective work to the client

ton natural sand silos, two vapor recovery

through photo and written documentation.

90%
REPEAT
CLIENTS

“[Ulteig was] retained by NST Transload Operating Company
to review shop drawings and assist with onsite monitoring of
construction activities in relation to NST’s greenfield East Fairview
rail and truck transportation hub. [Ulteig’s] continued valuable
contribution is expected to result in an on-time and on-budget delivery
of this very fast-track project.”
Brian Jenson – COO of NorthStar Midstream
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CONFERENCES and TRADE SHOWS

CONFERENCES and TRADE SHOWS

Where did we have impact?

n

n

Minnesota Power Systems Conference

The North Dakota League of Cities

The North Dakota Association of

(MIPSYCON): Ulteig has been attending

(NDLOC) has served as a key resource

Counties (NDAco), founded in 1973,

the MIPSYCON conference in St.

for cities and park districts since the

provides leadership to assure fair,

Paul for many years—this year being

early 1900s. In 2015, Ulteig sent ten

effective and efficient government for

no exception. The conference gives

employees to the conference to learn

the good of all counties. Ulteig has

consultants and electric utilities the

about key challenges and new technical

been both a sponsor and exhibitor

opportunity to come together and learn

insight our industry faces every day.

of the annual conference for many

about new advances in technology

We participated in the annual golf

years. The conference allows us to

n

LMC Annual Conference

Conference/MPCA

n

MIC/MUG UTC Region 5 Conference

n

ASCE Structures Congress

n

Midwest Transmission Conference

n

AWEA Conference

n

Minnesota Airports Conference

n

AWWA MN Section Annual Conference

n

MIPSYCON

n

Bakken Rocks Cookfest

n

MN Clerks and Finance Officers

n

Central Power Electric Coop Annual Meeting

Annual Wastewater Operators

n

City Engineers Association of Minnesota

n

DistribuTECH

n

Edison Electric Institute (EEI) Spring
Transmission, Distribution and
Metering Conference

Electric Light & Power Executive Conference
Electrical Transmission &

along with the challenges facing the

tournament, exhibited at the show with

engage and support the NDAco while

industry in the Midwest. Ulteig supports

an entertaining jeopardy game and

connecting with over 500 officials

n

the conference not only with their

enjoyed an evening at the Wurst Bier

representing North Dakota. Community

exhibiting contribution but by sending

Hall in downtown Fargo with many of our

outreach is a significant priority for us,

over 40 team members to strengthen

clients. The annual tradition of attending

so this year our Ulteig team supported

their expertise in the industry.

the League of Cities conference will

those affected by breast cancer. We

grow each year, and we are extremely

displayed our support with our pink

appreciative of the expertise and

attire, pink ribbon-shaped mints and

resources it provides us.

the main attraction of the booth, our

n

IEEE REPC

“ULTEIG goes PINK” photo booth. Ulteig

n

IEEE Transportation and

Substation Conference
n

ENTELEC Conference & Trade Show

n

ENTELEC Fall Conference

n

Grand Forks Downtown Conference

n

Great Plains & Empower North Dakota
Energy Expo

and the NDAco attendees had success
photo props, all while showing our

Supplier Meeting

MHA Oil Conference

n

with their selfie sticks and various pink

Lignite Energy Council Contractor-

n

n

North Dakota
Association of Counties

48th Annual Transmission & Substation
Design & Operation Symposium

on key industry news.

North Dakota
League of Cities

n

Housing Conference

Ulteig is active in both regional and national trade shows throughout the year. These shows also help our experts to keep current

Minnesota Power
Systems Conference

24th Annual North Dakota Statewide

Electrification Initiative
n

n

support to those affected.

Iowa Wind Power Conference

n

Lignite Energy Council Annual Meeting

ND Association of Counties Conference

n

N
 DAWWA Water Treatment Workshop

n

N
 W Water Operators School

=n

n

n

n

Association Conference
n

MN DOT ROW Conference

n

MN Rural Water and Wastewater

n

R
 MEL Cyber Security Conference
R
 MEL Fall Executive Leadership and
Management Convention
R
 MEL Spring Management, Engineering and
Operations Conference
R
 MEL Transmission Operations and
Maintenance Conference
S
 D Association of County Highway
Engineers Conference

n

S
 D Municipal League Annual Conference

n

S
 olar Power International

Fall Outing

n

T
 ransForum East

n

MWOA Annual Conference

n

T
 ransForum West

n

National Energy Forum and Small

n

U
 pper Midwest Aviation Symposium

n

U
 TC Critical Infrastructure Summit

n

U
 TC Cyber Security Workshop

Producing Counties Annual Meeting

n

U
 TC Region 1 & 2 (combined)

n

ND County Engineers Conference

n

U
 TC Region 6

n

ND GIS Users Conference

n

U
 TC Region 7

n

ND League of Cities

n

U
 TC Region 8, 9, 10

n

ND Petroleum Council Annual Meeting

n

U
 TC Telecom

n

ND Ready Mix & Concrete Pavement

n

U
 TC Telecom Region 3, Spring Conference

Technical Conference
n

MN Society of Engineers and Surveyors

Business Industry Days
n

ND Asphalt Conference

n

ND Association of Oil and Gas

Association Annual Meeting
n

Joint AGC Corps of Engineers
Annual Meeting

n

n

ND Rural Water, 29th Annual Expo and

U
 tility Purchasing Management Group
Annual Conference

Technical Conference

n

U
 tility Supply Management Alliance

n

ND Township Conference

n

W
 illiston Economic Development Summit

n

ND Water and Pollution Control Conference
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CLIENT SOLUTIONS TEAM
We pride ourselves in offering a customized, flexible set of solutions to meet unique requirements, resulting in project deliverables
that are on time and on budget. We are an extension of your team, fully integrating into your processes and business practices.
Using this program management model has allowed Ulteig to strategically align with its clients, as well as their development
partners, to create a high-performing team that consistently delivers solutions-focused value.
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TEAMS
Craig Couch, PMP, Project Manager
“Our Project Management Services group provides a tailored selection of
synergistic, value-generating services to our clients. Due to our intimate partnership
with our clients, we are able to provide unique consultative services, which help
them advance toward the successful achievement of their organizational project

Sarah Skinner, Lead Project Manager

management development initiatives, while simultaneously offering professional

The Ulteig Project Management Services team provides integrated program and

organizations in order to augment and bolster their current project management

project management services to a leading renewable resources developer and
operator in North America. Grounded in our core values of pursuing excellence and
dedicating ourselves to our client’s success, the Project Management Services group
developed a program management team solely dedicated to managing over a dozen
wind and solar projects. Ulteig typically receives these projects in various stages of
development that span multiple geographic locations, from Nevada to North Dakota
and many points between. The team coordinates design efforts between engineering
disciplines, both in-house and subcontracted, while balancing multiple stakeholder
objectives and expectations. The team also collaborates with a diverse group of
project teams to develop detailed execution plans for each project, defining and
managing scope of work, project schedules and budgets, as well as resource planning.
Our success can be measured by the trust our client has in our team as a dedicated
strategic partner to manage their growing portfolio of renewable energy projects.

project management resources who are able to seamlessly integrate into their
teams when needed.”
Ulteig’s Project Management Services team is currently engaged as a strategic
partner with a major public utility client in Montana to assist with the development of
an internal Project Management Office and new project management methodologies
and policies.
Ulteig also helped the client integrate a project management software solution by
Bright Work, which leverages the collaborative functionality of SharePoint with the
project management power of Microsoft Project Professional. Ulteig remains
closely engaged with the client, providing technical and tactical training and
consultative support.
Ulteig further supports this client by providing integrated resources to augment their
currently constrained project management staff. Ulteig’s project managers integrate
completely into the client’s organization and culture, working seamlessly with their
Project Management Office leaders to directly manage portfolios of major electric
power and natural gas transmission infrastructure improvement projects, spanning
multiple years and representing millions of dollars.
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